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**VERSE 1**
Yeah I got the power
Singing in the shower
No you can’t stop the beat
Don’t stop the beat, don’t stop the beat
Listen what we’re saying
Keep our music playing
If you feel it stomp your feet
Stomp your feet, stomp your feet

**PRE-CHORUS**
We can share the happiness we’ve made
If together we believe

**CHORUS**
All we have is gold
As we sing together
The journey of our lives is about to start
All we need is hope
And we can make it better
Never gonna stop
Never giving up

**VERSE 2**
As you hear the choir
Take the music higher
We are reaching for the sky
Reach for the sky, reach for the sky
My sisters and my brothers
Let’s share with one another
You’ll never know if you don’t try
You gotta try, you gotta try

**PRE-CHORUS**
We can share the happiness we’ve made
If together we believe

**CHORUS**
All we have is gold
As we sing together
The journey of our lives is about to start
All we need is hope
And we can make it better
Never gonna stop
Never giving up

**BRIDGE**
We may not be the same
But there’s one thing we share
The future’s in our hands
You just don’t know it’s there
We all have a heart
That beats to its own drum
We all have the words
Just wait for them to come

**CHORUS (Sung twice to end song)**